
Within this month’s update, we share with
you a snapshot of economic occurrences
both nationally and from around the globe.

Smell the roses while we can

- Italian parliament uncertainty caused jitters

- But United States (US) economy keeps on
strengthening

- Our Budget could be good for us!

We hope you find this month’s Economic
Update as informative as always. If you have
any feedback or would like to discuss any
aspect of this report, please contact your
Financial Adviser.

The Big Picture

Share markets were looking good all month
until the last few days of May. Markets are
strong because global growth and growth
prospects are strong. Then the shenanigans
in the Italian parliament caused some
wobbles.The Big Picture

Italy is not particularly important in global
growth and no one is suggesting Italy is
threatening to leave the European Union. But
when everything is looking good, a left-of-
field event like choosing the leaders in the
Italy coalition government suddenly makes
everyone wake up. Act first, think later was
the maxim!

Anyway, European markets and Wall Street
fell by more than one percent on the news –
but bounced back the next day. The
immediate call was that the US Federal
Reserve (the “Fed”) might now not raise rates
as expected this year. That impacted bank
shares, currencies and movements to safe
havens, like US Treasuries over shares.

Anyone who remembers the European crises
of the PIIGS countries (Portugal, Italy/Ireland,
Greece and Spain) in 2011-2013 must smile
at the reaction to this lesser beast. The worst
now seems likely to be that fund managers
stats for the month just ended might have
suffered a tiny bruise.

On the positive side, a survey of USA CEOs
reported that 71% thought the US was up for
another three years of good growth. And then
the OECD predicted two more strong years of
global growth. That backs our view and
reinforces our strategies for medium term
investing (Forget the short-term. That’s for
traders)

The Fed was on hold this past month and the
question following the announcement, and
then the Fed minutes, was how strong the
economy is. It could easily take the two more
hikes expected at the beginning of the year.
But it might even be able to take an extra one
because the economy was still
strengthening. Hours after the Italian job,
some were suggesting there may now only
be one more hike this year!

The US is gliding towards its neutral

interest rate of about 2.5% (from the current
1.5% - 1.75%) by mid-2019 and it matters not
one iota whether that is one or two months
sooner or later!

US CPI inflation came in at 2.5% (but not its
preferred “PCE” measure) which is above the
2% target. The Fed has assured us that it can
handle inflation above 2% for a little while.
There is no need for knee-jerk reactions. This
is the stuff of a mature central bank that really
is in control. The new chairman, Jay Powell,
is earning his stripes.

To continue reading please visit
https://www.infocus.com.au/news/economic-
update-june-2018/
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It may not be as generous as it once was,
but the numbers still add up for the
Government co-contribution – which is
effectively a free hit for your super if you
earn less than $51,813 p.a.

If you're a low or middle-income earner and
make personal (after-tax) contributions to
your super fund, the government also makes
a contribution (called a co-contribution) up to
a maximum amount of $500.

Who can get it?

In 2017/18, the people who stand to gain
most from the co-contribution are those who
will earn less than $36,813 this financial
year.

If that’s you, you can receive the maximum
$500 co-contribution by making a $1,000
after-tax contribution to your super before 30
June 2018. After-tax contributions are those
that come from you and not your employer,
so salary sacrifice contributions don’t count.

If you earn more than $36,813 and

less than $51,813, you can still receive some
co-contribution, but the amount you receive
decreases on a sliding scale.

To be eligible, you need to be earning at
least 10% of your income from employment.
If you’re retired and earning only income
from investments, you are not eligible for the
co-contribution.

What difference will it make?

The fact remains that many people need to
boost their super to achieve a comfortable
retirement, so any additional assistance is a
great help.

It’s also worth remembering that it’s not all
about the free money. The combination of
your additional contributions and the bonus
contributions means your super is growing at
a much faster rate.

Case study

Ingrid is age 45 and earns $30,000 p.a.
working part-time. Her current
superannuation balance is $50,000. If Ingrid
relies only on her employer’s
Superannuation Guarantee (SG) payments,
$2,850 will be added to her super balance
this financial year. If Ingrid makes a $1,000
after-tax contribution before 30 June 2018,
she will be eligible for the maximum $500
Government co-contribution.

Important tips

You need to lodge your tax return to receive
the Government co-contribution. If someone
is doing this for you on your behalf (such as
your accountant), be sure to notify them so it
is elected on your tax return. Co-
contributions are usually processed in
February the following year.

Many super funds have electronic cut-off
dates well before 30 June so be sure

not to leave any important super
contributions to the last minute.

 

Source:https://www.ato.gov.au/individuals/super/in-
detail/growing/super-co-contribution/

Government Co-Contribution to Super
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Every working environment has the
potential to create stress but, when you’re
running a business, the pressure can be
intense. Luckily, there are simple steps
you can take to help you cope with
pressure at work.

 “In business you’re often forced to juggle
different roles and, when you’re a senior
manager, the buck stops with you”, says
Rachel Clements, Director of Psychological
Services and Principal Organisational
Psychologist at the Centre for Corporate
Health. “Constantly trying to attract enough
work to keep you busy and ensuring your
team can handle it is also very stressful”.

Below are five key areas Clements
recommends tweaking to help manage the
stress of running a business.

1. Look after yourself

 “The people who cope best in difficult times
are good at looking after themselves all the
time,” Clements says. “They exercise, eat
well, get enough sleep, don’t engage in
damaging habits and seek support inside
and outside of work.”

Clements suggests spending 20 to 30
minutes every day doing something you
enjoy that provides a genuine break from
work, whether that be exercising, engaging
in an interest or hobby or spending time with
friends and family.

2. Exercise to trigger better mental
resilience

Any form of regular exercise can trigger the
cycle of eating better, sleeping better and
avoiding harmful habits. Plus, the endorphins
released during exercise can go a long way
towards improving your mood.

“In a recent study, people with mild to
moderate depression were either treated
with antidepressants or regular exercise,”
Clements says. “The group on exercise
alone did far better in terms of recovery and
in sustaining that recovery over time”./

 This information has been provided by MLC
Investments Limited (MLCI) (ABN 30 002 641
661, AFSL 230705).

3. Recruit a supportive team

Modern businesses have no room for difficult
people. Managing them takes a lot of time
and energy and they can have a very
negative impact on the business as a whole.
A supportive team can also actively protect a
business owner from stress, anxiety and
depression.

“I recommend putting a lot of effort into
recruiting people who can step up when
required,” Clements says. “It’s common for
staff to take on more than their official job.
However, it’s imperative you know you and
your employees’ work limits.”

4. Accept you can’t do everything

Even the best, happiest and most

productive team is of little value if you don’t
delegate. “Delegating can be particularly
difficult for people who started their own
business from scratch,” Clements says.
“Some still want to sign off on every decision
while others are too busy to see that what
they’re trying to do is no longer possible.”

5. Talk to someone

Running a business can be a very lonely
occupation and many owners feel they have
no one to talk to. A coach or mentor can help.
“Most people find it easier to discuss difficult
issues with someone who is independent
and can be trusted to keep their
confidences,” Clements says. “Sometimes it’s
only when they start talking openly that they
realise what the real problems are – and
that’s the first step to resolving them.”

Managing stress at work is all about
maintaining small but effective strategies.
That way, you have better resilience and
ways to cope when the pressure mounts.

5 easy fixes for the stress of running a business
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